Abstract-Perception is one of the key abilities of autonomous mobile robotic systems, which often relies on fusion of heterogeneous sensors. Although this heterogeneity presents a challenge for sensor calibration, it is also the main prospect for reliability and robustness of autonomous systems. In this paper, we propose a method for multisensor calibration based on Gaussian processes (GPs) estimated moving object trajectories, resulting with temporal and extrinsic parameters. The appealing properties of the proposed temporal calibration method are: coordinate frame invariance, thus avoiding prior extrinsic calibration, theoretically grounded batch state estimation and interpolation using GPs, computational efficiency with O(n) complexity, leveraging data already available in autonomous robot platforms, and the end result enabling 3D point-to-point extrinsic multisensor calibration. The proposed method is validated both in simulations and real-world experiments. For real-world experiment we evaluated the method on two multisensor systems: an externally triggered stereo camera, thus having temporal ground truth readily available, and a heterogeneous combination of a camera and motion capture system. The results show that the estimated time delays are accurate up to a fraction of the fastest sensor sampling time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern autonomous robotic systems navigate through the environment using information gathered by various sensors. To process the gathered information, robots must rely on accurate sensor models and often fuse information from multiple sensors to improve performance. For sensor fusion, appropriate knowledge of both spatial and temporal relations between the sensors is required, which can be challenging when working with heterogenous sensor systems, since sensors can operate based on various physical phenomena, different frame rates, and even have non or barely overlapping field-of-views. The previously described challenge is termed sensor calibration and can be divided into intrinsic, extrinsic, and temporal calibration. The intrinsic calibration is related to individual sensors as it provides parameters for sensor models. The task of the extrinsic calibration is to find homogeneous transforms This work has been supported by the European Regional Development Fund under the project System for increased driving safety in public urban rail traffic (SafeTRAM). This research has also been carried out within the activities of the relating multiple sensors, while temporal calibration aims to find time delays between the individual sensor clocks. The sensor calibration approach for a particular problem depends on multiple factors, e.g., the type of involved sensors, overlapping field of view, required degree of calibration accuracy, necessity for online recalibration etc. Herein, we focus on the tracking-based and temporal calibration methods, and additionally emphasize approaches relying on continuous time representation using Gaussian processes (GPs). The advantage of tracking-based approaches is that one can achieve temporal calibration by using just the coordinate frame invariant magnitudes of the tracked target velocities, thus avoiding the need for previous extrinsic calibration, and by leveraging information already available in multisensor platforms navigating in dynamic environments, e.g., autonomous vehicles and mobile robots. Furthermore, leveraging GPs enables us a theoretically grounded batch state estimation and interpolation, being a well recognized tool in machine learning [1] both for regression and classification problems, and have been proposed for a variety of robotics challenges as well [2] . For example, in [3] , [4] mobile robot localization was a motivation for an efficient batch state estimation using GP regression, in [5] GPs have been used for efficient motion planning, being especially valuable in high-dimensional configuration spaces, while in [6] they were used for tracking of extended targets.
To calibrate extrinsically and temporally multiple sensors, we need to perform correspondence registration in the sensor data, which is later used to create an optimization criterion. The correspondences can originate from a designed target, yielding the target-based methods [7] , or from the environment itself, as in the case of the so called targetless methods [8] , [9] . For example, odometry-based methods are a special class of targetless methods suitable for online application and are based on leveraging the environment to estimate ego-motion and calibrate the multisensor system [10] , [11] . The concept of sensor calibration by aligning trajectories of moving objects received most attention in the target-based calibration of depth sensors [12] - [14] , and calibration of cameras, depth sensors, and LiDARs by exploiting human motion [15] - [18] . Specifically, to match trajectories between the sensors, the authors observe a similarity measure of the net velocity history profiles; however, in the optimization step, they rely only on the detected positions of the tracked people. In [19] , authors propose to calibrate multiple 2D LiDARs by tracking moving objects using a pose graph, wherein rotation is decoupled from translation by using a multiple rotation averaging approach.
Temporal calibration of a sensor system requires motion, either of the observed target [12] , [20] or the system itself [21] - [24] . In [12] authors tracked a colored sphere to perform spatio-temporal calibration of multiple Kinect v2 sensors. By performing principal component analysis on the trajectories, they obtained field of view invariant one-dimensional kernels used in temporal calibration. Even though this method is applicable to other sensors, it assumes the same frame rate of the sensors and its resolution is limited to the sampling time. In [20] , temporal calibration based on object tracking is presented where the author use linear interpolation for continuous time representation and position norm for the dimensionality reduction. The AX = XB sensor calibration problem was tackled [24] with unknown temporal correspondences. To perform dimensionality reduction, authors used one-dimensional invariants -displacement and angle of rotation -defined by Plücker coordinates of the screw motion. In [21] , authors proposed an algorithm based on system motion by aligning curves in the 3D orientation space. The temporal calibration problem was formulated as a registration task which can be considered as a variant of the iterative closest point algorithm. The approach in [22] targets the motion-based spatio-temporal calibration in the continuous-time domain using B-splines, having the availability of the analytical derivatives and effective state number reduction, but requiring setting the order and number of splines to appropriately capture sensor dynamics.
In this paper, we propose a sensor calibration framework based on trajectories of the tracked target to generate correspondences between the sensors. The advantages of the proposed temporal calibration method are (i) coordinate frame invariance, since we are using velocity magnitudes and thus avoiding the need for previous extrinsic calibration, (ii) theoretically grounded batch state estimation and interpolation, based on the theory of GPs, (iii) computational efficiency resulting with O(N ) complexity with respect to the number of measurements, (iv) leveraging data already available in autonomous platforms, e.g., autonomous vehicles must track moving objects in the environment, and (v) the end result enabling extrinsic multisensor calibration using well known 3D point-to-point methods. We evaluate the proposed method both in simulations and real-world experiments. We conducted real-world experiments on two multisensor setups tracking a known calibration target: an externally triggered stereo camera, thus opportunely having zero delay as the available ground truth, and a heterogeneous setup consisting of a camera and a motion capture system. Note that the proposed method requires only that sensors can track the same moving object. Furthermore, the paper is complemented by an open-source ROS toolbox Calirad implementing the proposed method and a C++ library ESGPR implementing the GP regression 1 . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides theoretical insights on the GP regression and the exactly sparse GP priors. Section III elaborates the proposed calibration method, while experiments are given in Section IV. In the end, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Gaussian Process Regression
We take a GP regression approach to object trajectory estimation, leveraging the work in [2] - [4] , and apply it for object tracking. The trajectory of an object is represented in continuous time and therefore we are able to query the solution at any time of interest. By employing a special class of prior motion models with sparse structure, GP regression provides very efficient solutions [2] .
We consider systems with a continuous-time GP model prior
and a discrete-time, linear measurement model:
where x(t) is the state,x(t) is the mean function,P (t, t ) is the covariance function, y k are the measurements, n k ∼ N (0, R k ) is Gaussian measurement noise, and C k is the measurement model matrix. For now, we assume that the state is queried at the measurement times, and we will describe querying at other times later on. Following the approach presented in [2] , the Gaussian posterior evaluates to
After rearranging the posterior mean expression, a linear system forx is obtained
whereP , C, and R are batch matrices defined aš
, and R = diag(R 0 , . . . , R N ), whilex and y are stacked vectors of prior states at measurement times and actual sensor measurements,
with N being the number of measurements. In general, time complexity for solving (4), as currently presented, is O(N 3 ) [4] . Therefore, a special class of GP priors is introduced, whose sparsely structured matrices can be exploited to improve the computational efficiency.
B. Exactly Sparse GP Priors
The special class of GP priors is based on the following linear time-varying stochastic differential equation (LTV-SDE)
where F and L are system matrices, v is a known control input, and w(t) is generated by a white noise process. The white noise process is itself a GP with zero mean value
where Q c is a power spectral density matrix. The mean and the covariance of the GP are generated from the solution of the LTV-SDE given in (5)
wherex 0 andP 0 are the initial mean and covariance of the first state, and Φ(t, s) is the state transition matrix [3] . Due to the Markov property of the LTV-SDE in (5), the inverse kernel matrixP −1 of the prior, which is required for solving the linear system in (4), is exactly sparse block tridiagonal [3] :P
where
and
with
This kernel allows for computationally efficient, structureexploiting inference with O(N ) complexity. This is the main advantage of the proposed exactly sparse GP priors based on a LTV-SDE in (5).
As we previously stated, the key benefit of using GPs for the continuous-time object trajectory estimation is the possibility to query the statex(τ ) at any time of interest τ , and not only at measurement times. For multisensor calibration, this proves to be extremely useful, since many sensors operate at different frequencies; thus, the GP approach enables us to temporally align the measurements. If the prior proposed in (7) is used, GP interpolation can be performed efficiently due to the aforementioned Markovian property of the LTV-SDE in (5) . Statex(τ ) at τ ∈ [t i , t i+1 ] is a function of only its neighboring states [4] ,
where Q a,b is given in (12) . The fact that any statex(τ ) can be computed in O(1) complexity can be exploited for efficient matching of trajectories of an object detected by multiple sensors. The implementation details of the described method, as well as its utilization in the context of spatio-temporal calibration, are discussed in the sequel.
III. PROPOSED CALIBRATION METHOD
The proposed calibration method can be separated in three consecutive steps: (i) representing the trajectories of moving objects captured by individual sensors with separate GPs, (ii) temporal calibration and correspondence registration based on GP interpolation, and (iii) extrinsic calibration using 3D point-to-point correspondence. The method is specific in the sense that it relies on estimated moving object velocites. The advantages of using velocity magnitudes are that (i) they are coordinate frame independed, in the sense that we can perform temporal calibration without prior extrinsic calibration, (ii) they can be used for efficient track association, and (iii) they are one-dimensional scalar values, thus making the optimization computationally less demanding. Furthermore, using velocities has also an additional advantage with respect to position measurements. Namely, different sensors can easily track different parts of moving objects, e.g., radars might track the vehicle's rear axle, while the LiDAR detects rear bumper, thus introducing bias in the position measurements. By relying on the velocity magnitudes, we circmuvent the problem of position bias from heterogenous sensor measurements. A possible drawback is that temporal calibration requires changes in velocity to make the time delay observable; however, realistically, moving objects will accelerate or decelerate occasionally, thus offering enough information to perform calibration.
A. GP Trajectory Representation
For the calibration purposes, measurements from two individual sensors are used to create two separate GPs, where s ∈ S = {1, 2} represents the first and second sensor, respectively. Since temporal calibration is unobservable during periods of constant velocity, we choose a GP motion prior of a higher order, namely constant acceleration, to capture the necessary maneuvering dynamics of the target
To employ the mentioned constant acceleration motion prior, the LTV-SDE in (4) has the following parameters
while the matrices Φ(t, s) and Q a,b are defined as
with ∆t = t b − t a .
B. Temporal Calibration
In the proposed approach we isolate temporal from the extrinsic calibration. Although some research advocates a unified approach to spatio-temporal calibration [25] , others claim that estimating uncorrelated quantities, such as time delay and homogeneous transforms, might degrade the final result [26] . Additional challenge in temporal calibration is computational complexity; namely, at each optimization step new correspondences need to be computed due to the new time delay perturbation. Therefore, commonly we reduce the dimensionality of the problem and preferably remove correlation with the extrinsic calibration. As previously discussed, our approach uses velocity magnitudes to reduce dimensionality and avoid the need for prior extrinsic calibration.
The temporal calibration process starts by choosing one of the sensors as the anchor, e.g., s = 1. Fig. 1 illustrates velocity magnitude trajectories of the first and the second sensor (offsetted along the vertical axis for clarity), labeled 1 v(t) and 2 v(t), respectively. The states of the anchor sensor at the measurement times, 1 t i ∈ 1 T, i = 1 . . . N 1 , are kept fixed for the correspondence registration. At each step of iterative optimization, using the current estimate of the time delay t d , states of the second sensor are interpolated using (13)-(15). The time delay is then estimated by minimizing the following criterion
It is worth noting that in the case of different sensor frame rates, the slower sensor should be chosen as the anchor to reduce the interpolation errors [27] . Finally, after the time delay optimization, we form a list of state correspondences between the states at measurement times 1 T of the anchor sensor, and corresponding interpolated times of the second sensor, 2T , defined as
The optimization problem is solved using iterative optimization; specifically, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Since GP regression provides smooth trajectories and our motion prior includes acceleration estimation, we can derive the analytical Jacobian for each residual element in (20)
which simplifies the computational complexity of the optimization process.
C. Extrinsic Calibration
The final estimate of the time delay is used to create a list of correspondences for the extrinsic calibration, where the continuous time representation enables elegant temporal registration. The problem of aligning two sets of corresponding 3D points, i.e. 3D registration, is a widely studied problem and many closed-form solutions exist [28] , while the necessary condition for the identifiability is that we have at least three non-collinear points [29] . However, for the completeness of the approach we state that for extrinsic parameter estimation we solve the following problem
where φ and t are rotation and translation parameters between the sensors, respectively. Note that ego-motion based calibration methods, which are not restricted to specific sensors and do not require specifically designed calibration targets, can be used for temporal and extrinsic calibration. However, requiring that ego-motion is estimated by all the sensors in a complex system, solely for the purposes of sensor calibration, can be impractical. For example, autonomous vehicles are commonly equipped with many cameras, LiDARs and radars where some sensors outperform the others in the ego-motion estimation. On the other hand, in safety-critical navigation and dynamic scenarios detection and tracking of moving objects is usually performed by all the sensors, where both position and velocity have to be estimated. Therefore, we believe that the proposed method has significant practical importance and paves the way to online tracking-based multisensor calibration. Naturally, we do not dismiss a solution where calibration is performed by fusion of ego-motion and moving object tracking methods. However, such an analysis is out of the scope of the current paper. Fig. 2 . Histograms compare estimated time delays using our method (GP) to the method proposed in [20] , where the results LIN-B use all the measurements in a single dataset interval, while LIN-UB uses only a subset which does not introduce a bias in the estimation. Ground truth time delay is t d,gt = 0 ms.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed calibration method is tested in two realworld experiment and through simulations. In the Sec. IV-A two synchronized global shutter image sensors are calibrated. Section IV-B provides details on calibration of a camera and a motion capture system to test heterogeneous sensors with separate clocks. Sec. IV-C further examines the method through simulations, while the computational complexity of the method is reported in Sec. IV-D. In the experiments we have used a known target for convenience, even though the method does not rely on a special target. We covered a planar board with an AprilTag [30] , a square fiducial marker of side length a = 14.35 cm, and motion capture markers.
A. Stereo camera calibration
In this real-world experiment, we used two PointGrey BFLY-U3-23S6M-C global shutter image sensors combined with Kowa C-Mount 6 mm f/1.8-16 1" HC Series Fixed Lens of field of view 96.8
• × 79.4
• . These cameras can be synchronized by an external trigger and the sampling rate of both cameras set to t m = 0.05 s. Even though such systems do not require temporal calibration, we have synchronized them to provide ground truth for the time delay. We have recorded 40 1-minute datasets to compare the accuracy of the proposed temporal calibration method (labelled GP) to the two recent temporal calibration frameworks based on object tracking [12] , [20] .
The first method, introduced in [12] , correctly estimated 0-frame delay for all the 40 dataset we recorded, but it is limited to sample time resolution and requires the sensors operating at the same sampling rates. The second method, proposed in [20] , enables temporal calibration of asynchronous sensors in the continuous time domain. However, this method relies on the position norm for the dimensionality reduction, which introduces significant errors with largely displaced sensors. Additionally, we noticed that linear interpolation does not provide a smooth cost function, which is a prerequisite for gradient based iterative optimization methods (e.g. Levenberg-Marquardt method). To illustrate how the dataset can cause significant bias in the estimation, we tested the second method on full intervals and their subsets. Namely, in the first third of our 1-minute intervals, the target is moved along the optical axis of both cameras and the method provides unbiased estimates (labelled LIN-UB) with distribution t d ∼ N (0.006 s, 2.6 × 10 −3 ). On the other hand, for the remaining parts of the intervals, motion is not aligned with the optical axis and the position norm measurements differ for the two cameras as they are displaced far enough. Therefore, we believe that the position norm is not the most appropriate dimensionality reduction technique as it is not frame-invariant. The results for the full interval (labelled LIN-B) follow the distributiont d ∼ N (0.0322 s, 1.1 × 10 −3 ). Additionally, a similar variance on the time delay is reported in [20] for the calibration of a camera and a motion capture system.
The proposed method is able to produce an unbiased time delay estimate. The estimated Gaussian distribution from the results ist d ∼ N (−6.85 × 10 −5 s, 1.88 × 10 −7 ). All estimates were within the range (−0.82, 0.83) ms which corresponds to the ±1.7% range of the sampling interval t m . We can see that the proposed method outperforms other algorithms in both accuracy and precision. Fig 2 illustrates the advantage of the proposed method over the position norm method [20] .
To further gain insight in the proposed temporal calibration method, we examined the cost function defined by (20) . Fig. 3a shows the value of the cost function in the interval t d ∈ (−5, −5) s, while Fig. 3b provides a closer look around the global optimum, t d ∈ (−5, −5) ms. For clarity, only 5 out of 40 experiments are shown, while the rest follow the same pattern. From Fig. 3a , we can see that the cost function has many local minima, while the global minimum always resides near the ground truth. Since our method uses an iterative solver, proper initialization is necessary. We can see that initializing the time delay to a starting point in the interval t d,0 ∈ (−1, 1) s would enable the method to converge to the global minimum for all the experiments. The local minima are tightly coupled with the executed target motion and can be further spread from the global minimum by avoiding repetitive motion or increasing its period. Figure 3b shows that our cost function is smooth with a minimum around the ground truth value, thus enabling stable and accurate results using an iterative optimization.
After using the estimated time delay to perform interpolation of the corresponding measurements, we apply 3D pointto-point registration for extrinsic calibration. Mean of the estimated Euler angles was [−0.37,−0.25,−0.21]
• with an approximate accuracy of 0.3
• , while the estimated mean translation was [569.5,3.1,−9.7] mm with an approximate accuracy of 8 mm.
B. Camera-Motion Capture calibration
We calibrated a single camera from the previous experiment with the Optitrack motion capture system. The Optitrack motion capture provides 3D position measurements at a significantly higher frame rate of 120 Hz, while it creates timestamps using a dedicated computer's local clock and transmits the data over the wireless network. Given that, this setup gives us two options regarding data timestamps: (i) to use the measurement arrival time at the central computer and (ii) to use local timestamps provided by each sensor. Both options were analysed in a 2-hour experiment with 1-minute intervals recorded every 30 minutes and we discuss the results in the sequel.
In the first approach, arrival times at the central computer were used, and the proposed method yielded estimated time delays within a range t d = [51.8, 57.9] ms. The estimated time delays are consistent up to several miliseconds (6.1 ms), while the mean value can be interpreted as the average network introduced delay (mean value was 54.5 ms). These results are particularly useful for online sensor fusion as they provide the data communication lag assessment. However, it should be noted that the delay estimated using arrival times can differ significantly during the experiments due to changing intensity of network traffic or other protocol induced stochastic effects.
In the second approach, we used local timestamps provided by individual sensor clocks. Even though this approach eliminates stochastic effects associated with communication over a network, different rates of individual sensor clocks can cause drift in the time delay estimation. This effect is present in the estimated time delays which are listed sequentially from the start to the end of the experiment: t d = [−613.7, −712.3, −825.6, −911.3, −998.4] ms. Given that, we can notice a time delay drift of the motion capture local computer with respect to the central computer of −53.7 µs/s. To further corroborate this result, we compare the local motion capture timestamps to the arrival times at the central computer and we obtained a clock drift estimate of −53.2 µs/s which confirms our result. Finally, we report that the estimated extrinsic parameters have a maximum deviation of 0.065 deg in Euler angles and 3 mm in the translation with respect to the mean estimated value.
C. Simulation experiment
Synthetic dataset in the simulation consisted of N = 500 1-minute long trajectories. Trajectories were defined in the global frame, while we sampled the measurements with an interval of t m = 0.05 s in each sensors local frame. To test the GP interpolation, two sensors sampled the trajectory in a counter-phase, i.e., the second sensor sampled the trajectory with half the sampling interval after the first. Additionally, we have put an offset on the starting point of trajectory sampling to t s = 0.1 s, i.e., the second sensor started sampling 2. Temporal calibration converged to the ground truth value with a Gaussian distribution of the estimation error
. Estimated values are within the range of (−1.5, 1.5) ms interval which implies the precision of ±3% of the sampling interval. Finally, the estimated extrinsic parameters have a maximum deviation of 0.1 deg in Euler angles and 3 mm in the translation with respect to the mean estimated value.
D. Execution performance
Execution performance of the proposed method was tested on 40 datasets from Sec. IV-A on a PC with a i7-6700HQ CPU at 2.6 GHz × 8 and 16 GB of 2133 MHz DDR4 RAM. The calibration starts with two separate GP regressions for individual sensors that are completely decoupled and performed in separate threads. On average, 1-minute intervals consisted of 1138 measurements requiring t GP = 49 ms for the complete GP regression. In our implementation, we handle missing measurements and varying sample times. Under the assumption of constant sample times and absence of missing measurements, further improvements of GP regression performance are possible through offline construction of required batch matrices. After the GP regression, we used the Ceres solver [31] to compute the time delay estimate. On average, 1-minute trajectory pairs were represented by GP's generated as t d = 0.5 s, it took around 6 iterations to converge, which translates to the average optimization time of t opt = 45 ms. Finally, the total time required for the delay estimation was on average t total = t GP + t opt = 94 ms. It is important to mentions that the algorithm time complexity is O(n) which makes the method scalable for fast sensors and longer time intervals.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a spatio-temporal multisensor calibration method based on Gaussian processes estimated moving object tracking. The proposed method relies on the estimated object velocities, where velocity magnitudes are used for time delay estimation, since they are coordinate frame independent and can be used before the sensors have been extrinsically calibrated. Thereafter, using the obtained time delay the extrinsic parameters are estimated based on 3D point correspondences. The method is applicable to any multisensor setup, as long as sensors can estimate the 3D position of a moving object. We have validated the proposed calibration method in simulations and real-world experiments on two multisensor setups. The first setup consisted of two externally triggered cameras, thus having ground truth readily available, while the second setup consisted of a camera and a motion capture system. We also compared the proposed approach to two state-of-the-art methods and the results showed that the proposed method outperfomed other approaches and that it reliably estimates the time delay up to a fraction of the sampling rate of the fastest sensor. The proposed method bears the potential to serve as the base for on-line calibration of autonomous vehicle or robot heterogeneous sensors by tracking moving objects in the environment -an information that is already available in most autonomous systems navigating in dynamic environments.
